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0. Introduction
The purpose of this note is to study Kahler foliations, which are defined
by requiring the transition functions to be holomorphic isometrics of a Kahler
manifold (see Definition 1.1), by adopting the method of [6] [7] [10]. In some
sense Kahler foliations are the holomorphic analogue of Riemannian foliations
and characteristic classes of the latter have been profoundly investigated by
Lazarov and Pasternack (cf.[9], also see [6]). However from the view point of
characteristic classes, the situations are completely different. Namely the
vanishing phenomenon of the Pontrjagin classes of the normal bundles in the
Riemannian case is much stronger than that in the smooth case (cf. strong
vanishing theorem of Pasternack [12] and the Bott's vanishing theorem [1]).
By contrast, we do not have any strong vanishing phenomenon in the Kahler foli-
ations. This fact reflects in the secondary characteristic classes. For example,
all the secondary classes of smooth foliations are zero on Riemannian foliations,
but some of the secondary classes of holomorphic foliations may be non-zero
on Kahler foliations. A new ingredient of our context is the Kahler form
which is a closed 2-form defined for any Kahler foliation.
In § 1 we define Kahler foliations and construct characteristic classes of
them and in § 2 we compute the cohomology of certain truncated Weil algebra.
In §§ 3 and 4, we study the relationships of our characteristic classes with those
of Riemannian and holomorphic foliations. Finally in § 5 we consider deforma-
tions of Kahler foliations.
1 Construction of the characteristic classes
In this section we define the notion of Kahler foliations and construct
characteristic classes of them.
DEFINITION 1.1. A codimension n Kahler foliation F on a smooth mani-
fold M is a maxima] family of submersions f
Λ
: U
a
-^(Cn,g#), where U
Λ
 is an
1) Partially supported by the Sakkokai Foundation
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open set in M and g
a
 is a Kahler metric on Cn, satisfying the condition: for
every x^ U
Λ
 Π U
β
 there exists a local holomorphic isometry γ^ such that
/β= TPΛO/I. near*.
This is a holomorphic version of the notion of Riemannian foliations.
Since γ
βα> is a holomorphic isometry, patching together the pull backs of uni-
tary frame bundle of (Cn, g
Λ
) by the map /
Λ
, we obtain a principal [/(n)-bundle
TT: U(F)-+M. We call it the unitary frame bundle of the foliation F. Let θ%
and #? be the canonical form and the unique torsionfree Hermitian connection
form of (Cn, g
Λ
}. Since holomorphic isometrics preserve these forms, we can
define global 1-forms ΘQ and θλ on U(F) such that floU-1^*)* ^il*-1^) are
the pull backs of #*> #?• Let E
c
(ri) be the group generated by parallel trans-
formations and unitary transformations on Cn (which is a semi-direct product of
Cn and U(n)). The pair (00, θλ) is an ec(w)-valued 1-form, where ec(w) is the
Lie algebra of E
c
(n). (00, θι) defines a d.g.a. map
where W(t
c
(ri)) is the Weil algebra of t
c
(ri) and Ω*(C7(F)) is the de Rham
complex of E/(F). Let ω', ωj, Ω1', ΩyG H^(e
c
(n)) be the universal connection and
curvature forms corresponding to the usual basis (over K) of e
c
(^)=Cn+n(n)c:
R2n+8o(2n). If we denote θ\ θ}, θ1', θj for the φ-images of ω1', ωj, Ω1', Ω^
respectively, then they satisfy the following equations (cf. [8])
(i) & = dθl+θi/\θki = 0 (torsionfree-ness)
(2.1) (ii) J0ί=-fl[Λ0}+ΘJ
(iii) θ}Λ<9y — 0 (the first Bianchi's identity).
Therefore Ker φ contains an ideal / of W(t
c
(n)) generated by the following
elements.
(i) Ω'
(ii) elements whose "length" / is greater than n,
(2.2) where / is defined by the conditions :
/(ω}) = 1(Ω?) = 0, /(ω') = l and /(Ω}) = 2.
(iii) ΩJ Λω'.
If we denote W(^
c
(n))=W(^
c
(n))II, then φ induces a d.g.a. map
Now suppose that the normal bundle of F is trivialized by a cross section
s: M-> U(F), then we obtain
H*DR(M) .
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We denote BKT
n
 for the classifying space for codimension n Ka'hlerian Hae-
fliger structures with trivial normal bundles which is defined similarly as the
ordinary Haefliger structures. Since the above construction is functorial, we
obtain a homomorphism
(1.3) φ: H*(W(t
c
(n))} -> H*(BKΓ
n
; R) .
Considering U(n) -basic elements of W(^
c
(n)) we can also define a d.g.a. map
φ: W(tc(ri)}u(ώ ~* Ω*(M) and this yields a homomorphism
(1.4) φ: #*(JF(e
c
(H)U)) - H*(BKΓ
n
; R) ,
where BKT
n
 denotes the classifying space for codimension n Kahlerian Hae-
fliger structures.
The above is our construction of characteristic classes of Kahler foliations.
2. Cohomology of W(t
c
(ri))
Here we compute the cohomology of W(z
c
(ri)). W(^
c
(n)) has a decreasing
filtration Fp defined by Fp= {x^ W(z
c
(n)}\ l(x)^p} where / is the function on
W(t
c
(ri)) induced by the length on W(e
c
(n)). Let {Ep
r
 q
, d
r
} be the spectral
sequence associated with this filtration. If we define Mp= {x^ W(zc(n))\ l(x)=p
and x contains no ω}} , then u(n) acts on Mp by the Lie derivative. Thus Mp is
a u(w)-module. Let Cq(n(n)\ Mp) be the set of ^-cochains on \ι(n) with coef-
ficients in Mp. Then
(2.1) Efr< = Λ«(n(n))®Mp^Cq(n(n); Mp)
and this identification is compatible with the differentials. Thus
(2.2) E{ <^H<(it(n);Mp).
Let Mup
(n}
 be the n(w)-invariant subspace of Mp.
Lemma 2.1. H*(n(n)\ Mp)
Proof. Let Z be the center of n(ri). Then we have u(fl)=8u(n)®Z.
Z-action on Mp is obtained by differentiating the action of S^ dUfo) on Mp.
Since S1 is compact, Mp breaks up as a sum of S^invariant (=L7-invariant,
/ is the generator of Z) subspaces Mp=Mp®W. Then the assertion follows
from an argument in Corollary IV 2.2 [11]. q.e.d.
Now let Np= {x^ W(zc(ri))\ l(x)=p, x contains no ω}} . Then we show
Lemma 2.2. N^/I Π N^^M^.
Proof. We have a short exact sequence of u(n)-modules :
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0 -> / -> W(e
c
(n)) -> ίP(e
c
(«)) -» 0 .
This induces a long exact sequence
0 -* #°(u(«); 7) -> #o(u(«)
where we have #°(u(«); /)=/«<«>, #°(u(«); IF(c
c
(«))) = 7VUW(= ΘΛ^ ^ <B)) and
u(w); ίP(e
c
(κ)))=Mu<»> (= φM^(">). Now by the argument of Lemma 2.1,
P
H\n(n)\ I)^H\n(n))®I^ and
Therefore the map H\n(ri)\ I)-^>H\Vi(n)\W(z
c
(n))) is injective, which implies
that the homomorphism Λ^U(M)-»MU(W) is surjective. This completes the proof.
q.e.d.
By virtue of Lemma 2.2, it is enough to determine 7V£(W)// Γi N"(n) instead of
(n)
. To simplify the computation, we consider the complexification of Np. If
we put ψi=ωi+\/^ω*+i,ψ*i=Ωii+\/'=ΛΩ'}+i (i,j=l, — ,w), then ®(NP®C)P
is multiplicatively generated by (/>', ψ*, Λ/Γ} where φi=ωi—\/— lωw+ί, (ψj. is not
necessary because ψy— — ^ i) The action of an element A = (aij)^ U(ri) is
given as follows
Λ.<p =ΣX^, ^-^ = Σ^, and
Let <(/>>, <^>, <Λ/Γ> be the complex vector spaces with bases {φl, , φn} ,
{^ , •••, ^M}, {Λ/Γ}} respectively and let <</»>m, <</>>w, <ψ>w be the tensor products
of ^-copies of them. U(n) acts on these spaces by the diagnoal action. Now we
define an action of Spf(Itr=SpxSqxSr (the product of the symmetric groups of
degrees p, q, r) on <0y ®<^>?®<ψ>r by
σ2,
where (σ!,σ2,σ3)eιS#iίfr and φ!9φσ^ denote ^Ί ^X φ"«ϊ>...ψ*Vp> respectively,
etc.. If we use the same letter 5^
 9 r for a linear endomorphism on
r
 given by
where (σpj σq, σr) ranges over all elements of SptQtrJ then the Sp >q ^ -invariant
subspaces (=ImSpfqt,) is equal to A^>®A^>®5r<^>c^+^®C. We
denote this subspace by Npt9tT. Since Sptqtt. is [/(w)-equivariant,
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We can consider <φ>p®<φy®<ψyr^<φyp+r®<ψyq+r by the map ψ
φ
r
'
κ
φ
J>L
. Since this map is C/(/ί)-quivariant,
Lemma 2.3. The vector space «</'>/®<^>w)U(w) is non trivial only for l=m
and in that case it has a basis of the following tensors: ^ φrφσ(n where
Proof. Letf^Σrf ψΦ'^Kψy®^")*™ whereα α7>/ are coefficients
in C. / is n(/z)-invariant if and only if aIyJ=aI
κ
a{aκ'L^ for any (a})^U(n).
Taking (αj ) to be the diagonal matrix with entries a • — 1 for ι'ΦΛ, akk=\ ( | λ | — 1),
αj=0 for ίΦj, we can show that the entries of / and / coincide. Letting
/0=(1, •••, /) we prove the following
(2.4) a1'1 = Σ αΌ"<Ό>
σ(/)=J
by the decreasing induction on r=the number of distinct elements in /. For
r= m (2.4) clearly holds. Suppose (2.4) is true for r=s-\-\. We consider
the special case when I=J=(19 • ••, 1, 2, •••, 2, ••-, s, •••, s). The other cases can
al a2 as
be treated similarly. We can regard /as an Λ-multilinear function: (CW)2/->C
by considering φ* (resp. 01') to be the mapping: Cn-*C given by
We denote ^,-=(0, •••, 1, •••, 0). Since aκ'L=Q unless K coincides with L as sets,
i
/(*Λ ef*, -, *,_/-!, (^+β
s+1)β -1, «„ O, -, ^ .Λ-S ^+ιβ ) - 0
where ^βι denotes ,^ ••-, ^  and the same rule for other letters. Since the trans-
Λ!
formation A of Cn given by
A e
s
 = l
v
//Tfe-^+ι), A e,+l =
is a unitary transformation, we have
Calculation shows
/^ «ι ... p Λs-l /> _ /? /> «ι ... ^> ,Λ5-ι (p -\-p
J\κ\ 9 » ^s > ^s ^s-l> ^1 9 > ^s-1 S V^s I &S
iαl, »,sβί"1,s+l,Λ, ,sβ*-l,s, ,s+l,-,s
where lΛι denotes 1, •••, 1 etc.. Therefore by the induction assumption (2.4)
a1
holds for r=s. This completes the proof. q.e.d.
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Now we define elements sk and Φ of M
U(n)
 by
sk = Trace (ψ})fe for k even,
(2.5) = \/^T Trace (ψj)* for £ odd,
Φ = χ/^T Σ φψ = Σ ω'ωw+'' .
These forms are real because ψ j is skew-Hermit ian.
Proposition 2.4. MU(W> = JZ [^  , ί
n
, Φ]/ {rfέgra? > 2n} .
Proof. By Lemma 2.3 a basis for (<^y®<^>*®<^y)U(M> is given by the
tensors
where (<r(/, /)„ σ(I, J)J are defined by σ(I, J)=(σ(I, J^, σ(I, J)2). Therefore
^>S!r=5>ιf>r«^>*®<^>
f®< ψ >f)n("> is spanned by the tensors ω(σ-): σ<=Sp+r.
If we denote ω(σ) for the image of the projection N%$
r
-*N%$rlNW>.
r
 Π (/®C),
then ω(σ)=0 for σ such that <r(l, •• ,/))ct:(l) " ,p) by the Bianchi's identity.
Therefore
= C[s
ί9 -- ,ίM, Φ]/ {degree
Taking the real part of this space we obtain our proposition. q.e.d.
Now we define a d.g.a. KW
n
 as follows. Let Tsk^W(ec(n)) be the Chern-
Simons' transgression form of sk (cf. [3]) and uk be π(Tsk), where π: W(ec(n))~^
W(t
c
(n)} is the projection. Then clearly duk=sk. We define KWn to be the
subalgebra generated by uk) sk, Φ. It is easy to see that KWn is isomorphic to
E(UI, - %w«)®Λ[ί1, — ,ίβ, Φ]
Λ
where E denotes the real exterior algebra and R[ ] is the real polynomial
algebra truncated by the elements of degree >2w. Now recall that, in our spec-
tral sequence computing the cohomology of J^(e
c
(#)), E{'q=H9(n(n))®M^(n\
The above results show that the inclusion of the subalgebra KW
n
 in W(z
c
(ri))
induces an isomorphism on the £Ί-term. Therefore, by the spectral sequence
comparison theorem, we obtain
Theorem 2.5. H*(W(*c(n)))s*H*(KW
n
).
Let /=(/!,••-, i
s
) and J=(j\j ~,jt) be s and ^-tuples of positive integers
with *Ί< •••</, andy^ ^ V We denote u
r
SjΦk for u^ -u^Sj^ Sj^^KW^
Note that if \J\+k>n, then UfSjΦk=Q where 1/1=;^ ----- \-jt. Now the
technique of Vey in [5] shows the following.
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Proposition 2.6. A basis for H*(KW
n
) is given by the classes of the elements
with
(i) h+\J\+k>n
(ii) i^ji where we understand i1= °° if I=φ and similarly for j\.
Since W(t
c
(n)f(n^M*(n\ we can determine H*(W(e
c
(n))
u(n)) as follows.
Proposition 2.7. The classes of the elements SjΦk with \J\-\-k^n form a
basis
Now the class Φ has the following geometric meaning. On each Kahler
manifold there is defined a 2-form called the Kahlerian form and holomorphic
isometrics between Kahler manifolds preserve these forms. Therefore if F is a
codimension n Kahler foliation on a smooth manifold M defined by submersions
/*•' Uc
ί
-^(Cnyg<
Λ
) (see Definition 1.1), then the local forms /
Λ
* (Kahler form
°f So) on U
Λ
 define a global 2-form Φ(F) on M which is closed. We call Φ(F)
the Kahler form of the foliation F. On the other hand, from the definition of
our characteristic classes, we have a closed 2-form φ(Φ) on M. We have
Proposition 2.8. φ(Φ)=l/2Φ(F).
Proof. Since Φ=Σ ω''ω*+ί, we have φ(Φ) = Σ 0*0*+*. But it is easy to see
that this form is the lift of 1/2 Φ(F) to U(F). q.e.d.
3. Relation with Riemannian case
Let F be a codimension n Riemannian foliation on a smooth manifold M
and let O(F) be the orthonormal frame bundle of F. Let E(n) be the group of
Euclidean motions on Rn, t(ri) the Lie algebra of E(n) and W(e(ri)) the Weil
algebra of e(ri). Then in [6], [7], [10] a characteristic homomorphism
φ:H*(W(e(n))-*H*(BKΓ
Λ
 ,Il)
was constructed, where BRT
n
 is the classifying space for codimension n Rie-
mannian Haefliger structures with trivial normal bundles and W(t(ri)) is the
quotient algebra of W(e(ri)) by some ideal. Let /2Jfe e /(δo(w)) be defined by
f2k(X)= Trace(^2*) for X<=8o(n) and for even n let %e/(So(n)) be the Euler
form. We can consider f2kJ % to be elements of W(t(n)). Let Tf2kJ TX be the
transgression forms of/2 f e, % respectively. If we set c2k=π(f2k)jh2k=π(Tf2k))
X=ar(X) and h^=π(T%) where π: PΓ(e(w))-> W(z(n)) is the projection, then the
subcomplex RW
n
 of W(e(n)) generated by h2k, c2k and if n is even also by λχ, %
is a finite complex expressed as
RW
n
 = E(h2ί h4, -, A.-OΘΛfe, ^  -, ^ _J n odd,
= E(h2) h4, — , Aw_2, Aχ)0J?|>2, c4, — , cw_2, %] n even.
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Furthermore let rp^ W(z(ri)) be the "p-th scalar curvature" defined in [10].
If we denote
h,
ί
-'
ί
h
n
_l] rcodd,
= Efa, h4,> , hn_2, hj n even,
then all the forms of rpEn are closed and therefore RWn® 2 rpEn is a sub-
p : even
complex of W(t(ri)}. The inclusion induces an isomorphism on cohomology.
Namely
(3.1)
p : even
(see Theorem 3.1 of [10]).
Now we have the forgetful map
BKΓ
n
-+BRΓ2n and
Let i: e
c
(n) -^  e(2w) be the natural inclusion.
Proposition 3.1. The following diagrams are commutative.
H*(W(t(2n)}) - > H*(BRT2a; R)
I I
; R) ,
H*(W(e(2n))
ΰ<2n)) - * H*(BRΓ2n; R)
I I
(n])
a
M) - > H*(BKΓ
n
; R) .
The homomorphisms ** : H*(W(z(2n)))^H*(W(<t
c
(n))), i* :
-^•H^CW^^n)^^)) in terms of A,, cy, %, rf, u(, sjt etc. can be completely de-
termined. For example, as is well known, the image under i* of monomials on
Cj (=the Pontrjagin classes) can be uniquely described as polynomials on ί;. (=the
Chern classes) and of course ί*(X)=the n-th Chern class. The formura for the
image of /z, can be easily deduced from the definitions. We omit the detailed
description of these formulas. Here we only mention the formula for the class rp.
Proposition 3.2.
1 1\ -p/2
j t
 1 X £ [oyt-i)/2] f / / x / \ x r / \where aI=(—\)k=^ n\ln(n—ιl)'^(n—ιl ----- tt_$ JOY l=(tι, •• ,ιt)
The proof of this proposition can be given by calculations using the Bianchi's
identity and is left to the readers.
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This proposition shows that the p-th scalar curvature rp for a Kahler folia-
tion can be expressed in terms of the Kahler form and the Chern forms.
4. Relation with holomorphic case
A Kahler foliation can be regarded as a holomorphic foliation by forgetting
the Kahler structures. We recall the construction of the characteristic classes
of holomorphic foliations given by Bott in [2].
Let F be a holomorphic foliation on a smooth manifold M and let Jc(F)
be the bundle of holomorphic 2-jets of F. We have a d.g.a. map
φ: W(Ql(n;C))-»Ω*(J2
c
(F))®C
defined by 0(ωj )=0j, φ(Ωl})=dθij+θik^\θkj where ω), Ωj are the universal con-
nection and curvature forms of gl(w; C) in terms of the natural basis and θ] is
the second order canonical forms on Jc(F) Φ has a kernel / generated by mono-
mials on Ωj with degree >2n. Therefore if we set W(§l(n\ C)) = W(§\(n\ C))/I
and assume that the normal bundle of F is trivialized by a cross section s: M->
Jc(F), then we obtain a homomorphism
φ*: H*(W(
Ά
l(n; C))) - H*(J&F); C) - H*(M: C).
Since this construction is functorial, we have
φ: H*(W(Ql(n; C))) - H*(BT
n
C; C).
Let ίf.e/(gl(fi C)) be given by f,.(JQ=Trace (\/^Λ X)1 for X<=§\(n\ C) and let
ui=Tsi: the transgression form of s{. u{ and s{ can be considered as elements of
W($(n\ C)) and we use the the same letters for their images in W($(n\ C)).
Now let W% be the subalgebra of W($(n\ C)) generated by the elements si9 ut.
_
 A
Then we may write W%=E(uly •• ,un)®C[s1, •••,£„] as usual (see [2]) and the
inclusion i: Wξ-> W($ί(n C)) induces an isomorphism on cohomology.
Theorem 4.1. Let F be a codίmensίon n Kάhler foliation on a smooth mani-
fold M with a trivialized normal bundle. Then the class φ(UfSj) is a real class
and coincides with φ(UfSj).
Proof. This follows from the definitions of the characteristic classes of
Kahler and holomorphic foliations. The point here is the fact that the s
r
form of a complex vector bundle with a Hermitian connection is a real form.
q.e.d.
REMARK 4.2. Bott[2] has also defined characteristic classes of holomor-
phic foliations whose normal bundles are not necessarily trivial by comparing
Bott and Hermitian connections. For a Kahler foliation these classes are all
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zero because the unique torsionfree Hermitian connection is also a Bott con-
nection.
5. Continuous variation
In this section we study continuous variations of our characteristic classes.
DEFINITION 5.1 An element a of H*(KW
n
) is called rigid if for any one
parameter family Ft of codimension n Kahler foliations on a smooth manifold
M, the classes φ(a)(Ft) is constant with respect to ί, namely —(Φ(cc)(F t))=Qdt
holds.
By the same argument as in Heitsch [5] we obtain
Proposition 5.2. The class [ufsj] is rigid ifiι+ \ J \ >n+l.
We conjecture that these classes are the only rigid classes. Thus the
classes of u^jΦ* would be non rigid if Λ>0 or k=Q, /j+ | J \ =n-\-\. We cannot
prove this conjecture at the moment. In the following we prove partial solution
to it.
Let (M,g) be a Kahler manifold of dimension n and π: U(M)-*M the
unitary frame bundle of M. We define a smooth family of codimension n
Kahler foliations F(M, t) on U(M) as follows. Let (M, t2g) be the Kahler
manifold obtained from M by the scale change g-*t2g (ί>0). Then F(M, t) is
a foliation on U(M) defined by pulling back the Kahler structure of (M, t2g) by
the projection π.
The unitary frame bundle of this foliation U(F(M, t)) has a cross section
st: U(M) -* U(F(M, f))c U(M)xU(M, t2g)
ID UJ
OC ^ v^j wilt
where U(M, t2g) is the unitary frame bundle of the Kahler manifold (M, t2g).
From the definition of characteristic classes, we obtain
Proposition 5.3.
[UίSjΦk](F(Mf t)) = t2k[(Ts)l(M)π^(sJ(M))π^(Φ(Mίg))]
where Sj(M) is the characteristic form of M corresponding to sf, (Ts)2(M) is the
Chern-Simons' transgression form of sf and Φ(M, g) is the Kahler form of (M, g).
Now we show the following result.
Proposition 5.4. Let N(=2n~lri) be the number of the bases in Proposition 2.6
with iι=\, J=(n — k)y &Ξ>1. Then there is a surjective homomorphism
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We prepare several lemmas.
Lemma 5.5. Let Pk(C) be the complex protective space with the standard
Kahler metric. Then the classes of Γί1(M)(Γί)/(M)7r*(^(M)) are linearly in-
dependent in H*(U(P*(C)); R).
Proof. By a well known theorem (see [4] for example), we have an iso-
morphism.
Δ: H*(U(P'(C)): R) -> H*(R[a]l(ak+1)®E(ul9
where the right hand side is the cohomology of a differential complex
R[a]l(ctk*'1)®E(u1, •••, uk) with a differential d defined by da=Q, dui=ai.
The isomorphism Δ satisfies
Therefore for the proof of the lemma, it is enough to show that [«*«!«/] are
linearly independent in H*(R[a]/(ak+1)®E(ul, •••,*/*))• ^ut tn^s can be easily
checked by a spectral sequence argument. q.e.d.
Lemma 5.6. Let T be the complex 1-dimensional torus with the standard
Kahler metric and M be a disjoint union of por ducts of Pn~k(C) and Tk. Then
[«ι«A-*Φ*] (F(M, 1)) are linearly independent in H*(U(M)\ R).
Proof. Similarly as in Lemma 5.5, we have isomorphisms
Δ,: H*(U(P«-k(C)xTk); R)-+
#*(E7(P»-*(C); R)®H*(Tk; R)®E(u
λ
, -,ιι4)'
for Q^k^n.
Let πk: H*(Tk\ R)-*H2k(Tk; R) be the projection onto the part with degree
2k and ik : P
n
~
k(C) X Tk -> U Pn~l(C} X Tl be the inclusion. Then one can easily
show l
(l®πk®ί)o^0it([ululSn.lΦ'](F(M, 1))
= 0 / Φ Λ ,
l=k ,
where /j=/n {1, •••,«— k}, /2=/Π {n—k+l, ••-,«}.
Hence the image of UιU,s
n
_kΦ
k
 by the map
H*(U(P»-\C}); R)®H*(T* R)®E(u
n
.t+1, .»,«.
is
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Therefore in view of Lemma 5.5 we complete the proof. q.e.d.
Proof of Proposition 5.2 Choose homology classes x(I, k)^H*(U(M)\ Z)
so that the matrix «#(/, k), [uluJsn_lΦl](F(M) !))» is non-singular. We intro-
duce an TV- vector valued parameter t=(t(I, k))^RN and put
n
; Z)
where /,(M): U(M)-+BKΓn is the classifying map of the foliation F(M, t(I,K)).
Then
= Σ t(J, l)k
Therefore if we define a map λ: RN-+RN by λ(ί)=«*(f), l«ι«A-*» Φ
then the Jacobian matrix of λ at t(Iy k)=k—l is <*(/, Λ), [MιttA_/Φ']CF(M,
which is non-singular. This completes the proof. q.e.d.
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